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Introduction

sprint and sleep, power-agile software guides it correctly
between states. Recent microarchitectural advances attempt to mask hardware heterogeneity from the operating system [14], but we consider these a mistake. Only
the operating system has the system-wide visibility and
application information to achieve power agility.
This paper outlines the principles of power-agile computing. To begin, we design a heterogeneous powerproportional device to illustrate the size and diversity of
the state space inherent to these architectures. Next, we
present a scenario demonstrating our device responding
to changes in demand. Using this scenario, we develop
a set of challenges inherent to power-agile operation and
discuss approaches to overcoming them.

Battery-powered devices are trapped by trends. More
powerful performance requires more power, and while
battery technologies slowly improve [17] users want
more capable devices that last as long as they do today or longer [19]. A way to escape this trap leverages
power-proportional hardware architectures [5] that scale
power consumption to perform when needed and draw
little power when idle. Because most device components
are tuned to operate efficiently within a narrow powerperformance range, we expect future power-proportional
architectures to be increasingly heterogeneous, featuring
multiple different processors, memory chips, storage devices and radios, each with different power-performance
tradeoffs. Heterogeneity produces devices with fluid
characteristics: phones that sprint like desktops and sleep
like sensor nodes.
Today many devices already incorporate multiple processors, storage devices and radios with different powerperformance characteristics. Researchers have proposed
operating system designs acknowledging this heterogeneity [6], performance- or power-driven component
combinations [11, 4], approaches harnessing the efficiency of a particular set of components for a certain
task [1, 16], and systems organized into multiple powerperformance tiers [15]. Inspired by these efforts, we introduce the term power agility to describe the ability of
a system to operate a heterogeneous power-proportional
device balancing performance and power consumption.
Given increasingly heterogeneous devices, power
agility requires not merely adjusting individual components but activating and deactivating them to react to
changing demand. The idle phone in my pocket consumes less power than the one routing me to my destination, and while the mapping application wants the
high-power radio, the game prefers a faster processor. So
while power-proportional hardware allows the device to
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Example Architecture

To begin, we assemble a device combining two generalpurpose processors1 (P1 and P2), two memory chips (M1
and M2), two storage devices (S1 and S2) and two radios
(R1 and R2). Table 1 describes each component.
The relationship between power and performance
varies for each component. Processors may transition
smoothly over a restricted power envelope using dynamic voltage and frequency scaling (DVFS), but cannot scale to zero due to leakage current. Memory has a
constant refresh cost scaling roughly with capacity plus
additional power draw corresponding to the rate of reads
and writes. Storage devices differ based on whether or
not they include spinning components. Flash drives do
not and scale approximately with usage but are limited
in size. Radios exhibit wide power-performance variation because their usage depends both on the hardware
and the protocol. 802.11 clients can enter power-saving
mode (PSM) which uses base station buffering to save
power. Bluetooth has limited range but lower power consumption balanced between both sides of the link.
1 Distinguished
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from task-specific processors like GPUs or DSPs.

ID

Name

mW

Performance

0.92
15.6

75 MHz
300 MHz

P2 ARM Cortex-A9 [2]

23.52
400.

415 MHz
830 MHz

M1 32 MB ISSI SDRAM [9]

81.
108.

Refresh only
166 MHz

M2 1 GB Micron “Slow” DDR2

322.4
482.

Refresh only
266 MHz

S1 2 GB MicroSD Card

20.5
100.5

Idle
25 MBps6

200.7
1000.7

Idle
5.5 MBps7

P1 ARM

Cortex-M41

[3]

S2 64 GB OCZ SSD
R1 250 kbps TI CC2540 BLE

6.73
66.39

10% duty cycle8
Receive mode9

R2 11 Mbps Marvell 802.11bg

30.93
309.310

10% duty cycle8
Idle mode10

This device can activate 144 valid component ensembles4 . Figure 1 shows the composition and power envelope of each, and motivates two observations. First,
there are many valid ensembles and wide usage variation
even in an architecture with only two components per
class. Incorporating more components would produce
even more options. Second, at any power level there are
many diverse ensembles the device can use: a fast processor, small memory chip, and slow disk; a slow processor, large memory chip, and fast radio; etc. These differ
not in their total power consumption but in how they perform and distribute power across components, and while
some ensembles may seem too weird to be useful they
may suit certain applications. Finally, while it may seem
best to avoid inefficient ensembles—those achieving low
utilization and a low active- to idle-power ratio—given
the speed of temporal changes in demand and the overhead of ensemble transitions we expect devices to spend
some time at the low end of ensemble power envelopes.
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Capable of running a subset of the full P2 instruction set.
Optimistic estimate based on an optimistic estimate of DVFS
providing 1:5 performance and 1:17 power scaling [7].
3 Estimated based on scaled full-power performance.
4 Estimated based on Micron leakage numbers.
5 Estimated due to lack of publicly-available datasheets.
6 Maximum achievable.
7 Measured by Tom’s Hardware [18].
8 Duty cycling shifts power usage from the receiver to the sender,
which has to remain online (as in 802.11 PSM) or send longer
packets (as in 802.15.4 Low-Power Listening [12]).
9 Receive-only in high-sensitivity mode. Transmit is similar.
10 Transmit and receive vary so usage is workload-dependent.
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Challenges

To illustrate how a power-agile device might operate we
imagine a phone performing a background task interrupted by an interactive session. Figure 2 shows how
overall and per-component power allocations change to
respond to the needs of the two applications. We refer
to this scenario throughout the rest of this section as we
examine the challenges inherent to power-agile computing. These are related to five roles that the operating system plays while operating power-agile hardware: measuring (3.1) and predicting (3.2) performance; and selecting (3.3), preparing (3.4) and executing (3.5) ensemble
transitions. Throughout we demonstrate how traditional
scheduling and resource-allocation problems are complicated by the flexible nature of the underlying hardware.

Table 1: Performance and power consumption of selected hardware components. We assume voltage gating can reduce the usage of disabled components to near
zero [13]. The 10 notes reflect the challenge in obtaining
these numbers, as most data sheets omit this information.
We define a component ensemble as the set of components currently active, constraining the set of valid ensembles to include only those that can support the device
operating system. For our example, these include (a) one
or both processors, (b) one or both memory chips2 , (c)
zero, one or both storage devices and (d) zero, one or
both radios. By switching between components our device can operate across a wide power range. It its lowestpower ensemble, the device has a 75 MHz CPU, 32 MB
of RAM, and draws 823 mW and is roughly-equivalent to
a embedded sensor node. In its highest-power ensemble
the device has multiple cores, over 1 GB of RAM, over
320 GB of storage, Wi-Fi and Bluetooth. Consuming almost 2.5 W, it is similar to emerging smartphones.

3.1

Measuring Efficiency

Determining performance differences between ensembles requires application metrics weighting both power
and performance such as the energy-delay product
(EDP), commonly used in circuit design [10]. The EDP
is defined as EDP = E∆ where E measures the energy consumed during some time quantum and ∆ measures a application-specific performance characteristic
such as the time necessary to process a block of data
or respond to user input. The system tries to minimize
the EDP for each application. Controlling the strength
of the performance component using an exponential—
EDP = E∆n —allows applications to weight their preference for performance or efficiency. In our scenario,

2 While many low-power processors come with small amounts of
integrated memory, we have conservatively chosen to require 32 MB
of RAM in order to run embedded versions of Linux. It is conceivable
that our candidate device could enter an active sleep state with a microkernel capable of fitting in the processor’s onboard RAM.
3 Actual power consumption would be higher due to system buses,
memory controllers, and other components of a complete architecture.
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processor choices × 3 memory choices × 4 storage choices × 4
radio choices.
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Figure 1: Power envelopes of all 144 example device component ensembles. Ensembles are sorted by increasing maximum

power draw. For each ensemble, the bottom shows which components are active and the top displays the power envelope. The
top 20% of the envelope—the most efficient operating range—is drawn in dark blue. The right axis counts the total number of
ensembles that might draw that much power: e.g., there are 121 ensembles that could consume 0.75 W, depending on the workload.

the interactive application uses E∆2 causing the system
to activate high-performance
ensembles; the background
√
task uses E ∆, causing the system to remain in lowerpower states. Ensuring that applications choose appropriate exponents and balancing between applications at
run-time are challenges inherent to this approach.

3.2

= 7 in the scenario, the system might be concerned about
the impact of this transition on the usage of S1. If disabling the large memory chip causes S1 usage to increase
dramatically, the system will fail to achieve the intended
power reduction. To uncover a link between memory size
and disk usage, the operating system can artificially limit
the amount of memory in use by trimming pages from
M2. It may do this in a smooth fashion until it is using
only roughly the same amount of the larger chip as the
smaller chip size, and then, assuming no serious component relationships have been uncovered, initiate the transition. This strategy is more applicable to transitions that
attempt to trim power by disabling components, but this
is also when it is most useful, as it allows the operating
system to discover relationships between component usage that might neuter power reductions.

Predicting Ensemble Performance

Given the size of the ensemble state space, predicting ensemble performance is a key part of transitions. Assuming an application with preferred EDP E∆n , both E and
∆ will vary across ensembles: E with the cost and utilization of system components, and ∆ with performance.
The direct way to determine power-performance is to run
the application on many ensembles, but given the number of states and transition cost this is infeasible online.
However, offline experimentation could produce binary
annotations. Another approach is to have executables include hints about performance characteristics important
to various stages. Before transmitting a large amount of
information, a hint would alert the system to the need for
a high-bandwidth radio. Hints have the advantage being portable across devices, but they require programmer
support and the system must ensure that applications do
not abuse them to gain unfair access to resources.
When running unannotated binaries or mixtures of applications with performance dependencies, the system
may need to estimate the impact of ensemble changes
before performing them. In some cases, the currently
running ensemble can be artificially constrained to estimate how performance might change after a component
change. For example, when moving from M2 to M1 at t

3.3

Selecting Component Ensembles

Scheduling ensemble transitions relies on the capabilities
already presented—metrics for evaluating performance
and predicting performance across ensembles. When
running a single application the system can respond directly to its estimated performance, weighting efficiency
improvements against ensemble transition costs.
Running multiple applications creates new challenges.
First, there is the question of how to assign performance
metrics to applications. In our scenario the background
task would complete faster if it were allowed to use the
higher exponent used by the interactive application. The
goal is to assign the most efficient metric to the application that produces acceptable performance, and doing so
is likely to require user feedback.
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When idle P1 and M1 are idled and R1 operates at
low duty cycle.
Receiving data over R1 the phone initiates a background task. The device activates R2 to rapidly receive data and S1 to store it.
As the phone begins processing the task it activates
P2 and disables R2.
The user removes the phone from their pocket and
begins interacting with an application, which activates M2 and retrieves data from S2.
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As the interactive application continues energy usage shifts from S2 to P2.
When the interactive application is finished with S2
it is disabled.
As the interactive session completes, the phone offloads data using R2 driven by P1.
Background processing resumes in the same ensemble it was using previously.
The background task completes, idling the phone.

Figure 2: Scenario. The figure and table describe the scenario referred to throughout Section 3. Bars indicate the total
energy consumed, broken down and labeled by component. The table describes what is happening at each time step.

3.4

Choosing the correct ensemble for both applications
is the next challenge. If their performance requirements
are aligned, then an ensemble may exist that works well
for both. Applications differing in their performance requirements complicate the process. If the system has sufficient energy it may choose to operate a combination of
both ideal ensembles, but this produces inefficiency as
the set of distinct resources needed by one application is
idled while the other runs.
The simplest approach is to transition between the
ideal ensembles while increasing both application’s time
quanta sufficient to amortize the transition cost. In many
cases, however, we expect that this will lead to unacceptable interactive performance. A second possible approach is to pick an ensemble that produces acceptable—
but not ideal—performance for both applications, potentially weighted towards the application with higher priority. Another option is to select an ensemble optimized
for one application while allocating resources within that
ensemble in favor of the other. For example, given one
application that requires a high-speed disk and another
than needs a large memory chip, we can choose to use
the large memory chip and a slower disk allocating a
large portion of the memory to a buffer cache to improve
performance for the I/O-bound application.

Preparing Ensemble Transitions

Because ensemble transitions are both important and
costly, the operating system should prepare the ground to
minimize their overhead. Preparation is particularly important in the memory and storage hierarchy, where the
location of data has a significant impact on component
transitions. Preparation also requires the system forecast
future application demand and ensemble dwell times.
Consider an example transition that activates a larger
memory chip with superior performance. If the system
will be in that ensemble for a significant length of time,
all applications will benefit from having data relocated
from the smaller to the larger chip. This also allows the
smaller chip to be shut off to save power. However, if
and when the device wants to disable the larger memory
chip in order to shift power toward some other necessary
component, the amount of data stored in the larger memory bank creates a high overhead for this transition.
If the system predicts brief use of the larger memory
bank, it may try several strategies to reduce the eventual
transition overhead. First, if the transition is due to a particular application, it may continue to operate the smaller
chip for other applications while allocating new pages
on the larger component. Once the memory-hungry ap4
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plication is finished with these pages, they can be discarded and the memory disabled without migrating data.
Another approach is to copy accessed pages on demand
but mirror writes to both memory banks to minimize the
eventual transition cost. Assuming that the smaller chip
is never shut off—possible if consumes little power—the
physical address space may be configured to always mirror a portion to both chips when the larger bank is active.
The operating system may try to allocate memory from
the mirrored portion of the address space for pages that
have long expected lifetimes, are used by applications
that prefer more power-efficient states, or based on explicit application requests. These pages will benefit from
better performance when the larger bank is active while
never requiring migration.

3.5

Summary

Power-proportional heterogeneous devices require system support to continuously balance performance and
power efficiency, an ability we call power agility. On today’s ubiquitous battery-powered devices power agility
is critical to continued performance improvements.
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Executing Ensemble Transitions

Ensemble transitions tailor the device to application
demands but may require complex or expensive component transitions. The Advanced Configuration and
Power Interface (ACPI) specification [8] standardizes
per-component and overall power states but does not
consider component transitions. Below we outline for
each component class, the complexity and cost of transitions and a brief description of how to perform one:
• Processor: Difficulty: high, Cost: medium. Transitioning between processors, even ones with highlycompatible instruction sets, requires migrating process state, correcting for processor differences, and
potentially reloading new process executables enabling or disabling certain instructions.
• Memory: Difficulty: medium, Cost: high. Moving to a smaller chip requires migrating some pages
to the new memory area while flushing others to
the backing store, along with kernel adjustments to
its own memory footprint. Transitioning to a larger
chip requires migrating data.
• Storage: Difficulty: low, Cost: low. Disabling requires writing out dirty buffers. Enabling will cause
a performance dip while caches fill.
• Radio: Difficulty: medium, Cost: medium. Disabling requires flushing any outstanding buffers,
closing connections and potentially coordinating
with the receiver to move together to a new radio
technology. Enabling may require association—
potentially costly, depending on the protocol—and
a delay while link parameters necessary for efficient
operation can be determined.
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